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Long term business growth requires more than effective lead 
generation strategies. It is a complete process that also includes the 
nurturing and qualifying of a new found prospect until they become 
a client. Having initially provided your service, the relationship 
should continue to be fostered enabling you to secure a lifelong 
client, including their future business. The sales process therefore 
needs to cater for sales to both prospects and existing clients. 
 
The process needs to consider the journey of a prospect: 

• how they will first be identified 

• building their trust 

• demonstrating your professionalism and ability to add value 

• identifying when they require your services

• securing their business, and 

• maintaining the relationship beyond the initial service delivery. 



The process can be demonstrated in the following:

 
To successfully implement a process you will need to establish the 
necessary strategies, products and systems to track the journey of a 
prospect and client, ensuring that they do not ‘fall out’ of the process 
at any of the stages. 

Our experience has shown that the ‘qualify’ stage happens to be the 
stage that most often fails within a business, but is also most critical 
in allowing you to be most effective with your valuable time.
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An overview of the process:
Acquire Prospect
Do you have deliberate lead generation strategies that you use on a 
consistent basis?

It is our belief that you need to utilise a number of different lead 
generation strategies and not place all your eggs in one basket. Relying 
on one strategy is high risk as there may come a time when your one 
strategy is no longer suitable or available to you.

Diversifying your lead generation channels makes sense. 
 
Capturing Prospects
So you’ve generated a list of prospects and started to call them. Ever 
notice that only a small proportion of these prospects need your 
assistance immediately while the others require your services in 6 
months or even a few years?

We need to capture all prospects’ details within a database 
management system so you can engage them on a regular basis  
until they require your services. 
 
Engage
Knowing when a prospect is ready to utilise your services can be 
difficult.

It all starts with utilising an engagement process other than time 
consuming phone calls – a method that allows you to engage with all 
prospects in a time efficient manner.

Our experience has shown that client ‘education’ delivered on a regular 
basis is the key to staying relevant and top of mind when the need 
arises.  
 



Qualify
Your ‘education’ not only needs to be compelling for them to take 
action, it also needs to leave them wanting to know more with a desire 
to request more details.

You then need to make it easy for them to take the next step to obtain 
this additional information. 

Having a process to identify those who have ‘called themselves out’ is 
important for qualifying prospects. 
 
Close the New Business
With the knowledge of who to call and what to talk about, you are  
in the best possible position to potentially deliver your services to  
the prospect.

This will create the opportunity for you to explore their individual 
circumstances and help you determine their immediate need for  
your services. 
 
The Process Starts Again
After you have delivered your service, it is important to continue the 
process. Losing touch with your existing clients can consequently lead 
to a loss of their future business resulting in an over-reliance on the 
need to generate new prospects to replace those lost clients.

Accordingly you need to continue engaging and qualifying your 
existing clients until the opportunity arises to again assist them.



Need to formulate your sales process?
Contact Your Client Matters

02 9526 9999 | hello@yourclientmatters.com.au

“Becoming a YCM partner is more than just buying 
a marketing program. They invest in your business by 
providing strategies, coaching and support with their 

products to maximise the success of  their program and our 
return on investment. ‘Partnership’ is a great way  

to describe it because they’ve become an integral part of   
our team and the way we promote our business. 

Keep up the awesome work!”

J. Wilcox – Think Advantage

To measure the success 
you need a system


